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Abstract

The conception of components that libraries of
open source program contain, allows the reduction
of production and maintenance cost of software. In
order to use these libraries, the developer consults
each library manually, and reads the documentation
before choosing a component. Therefore, this
process must be automated, mainly if several
libraries are to be consulted. The semantic and
significant aspects of each library and its
components are displayed in an XML document
called info-component, which is based on an UML
model of metadata. This model has allowed us to
implement an info-component repository on the
libraries and their components, as well as methods
and search techniques of components, which are
based upon the XQuery request language. The user
can have access to this repository via an Intranet
network or Internet. A prototype has been designed
and tested on some libraries, which include
Lapack++, MV++ and SparseLib++ in the field of
software computing.

1. Introduction

Current software applications have become more
and more complex and expensive. Component reuse
approach is a technique, which permits the
development of new software by using components
already existing rather than developing each system
from the very beginning. The reuse of components
must lead to more rapid development time and to
lower costs. Therefore, it can improve productivity
and the quality of the new components [1]. Although
there exist many library programs whose access is
free (open-source for instance), these components
are not always well organized and documented. As a
result, choosing a component becomes long and
complex. The search process is one of the critical
points of reuse because a developer does not

necessarily know the existence of components that
he/she wish to create.

This work aims at improving the process of
searching, localizing and extracting component
software in the context of PSRep (Pau Software
Repository), which is a managing system of source
code library developed at the University of Pau for
the reuse of software. The PSRep project was
initiated at a search convention for the development
of a catalog and software component browser
required by the IFP (Institut Français du Pétrole) [2]
in the field of software computing.

In order to use these libraries, the developer
manually consults each library, reads the
documentation before choosing component software.
This task aims at automating the reuse process of
these components, especially if there is a need to
consult several libraries. A component is software,
which does a favor by means of an external interface
[3]. As far as we are concerned, a component is a
class or a function. There exist two kinds of
components: the “black box” components whose
access is exclusively via their interface, and the
“white box” components whose source code is
accessible. We are interested in the reuse of “white
box” components in order to reduce the production
cost and maintenance of the software. In order to
make reuse increase productivity in software
development [4], three basic operations are
essentially carried out. These operations are: (i)
cataloging the components, (ii) searching the
components, (iii) re-using components as they have
been found or adapting them to their needs.

Finding an adequate component for a given
application goes either via a “linear” consultation of
diverse components of the platform (services), or
through a request process based criteria, which can
appear very numerous and complex. To take
advantage of these components, the management
system of the library programs must be completed by
a semantic description of the components, which
have been extracted from their code; we call them
“internal metadata”. They must also be completed by
an index description (author, creation date, language
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etc…); they are independent from data that we call
“external metadata”. These metadata respect the
requirements of the metadata of the Dublin Core [5],
which is referred to in the field of electronic resource
description.

We conceptualize metadata as a bunch of
descriptors, which can identify specific components.
The semantic and index aspects of the descriptors are
integrated into an UML model of metadata. This
model has allowed us to implement a metadata base
on the libraries and their components. Each library
and its components are described according to this
model, and are represented in a XML document that
we call (info-component), and which respects a DTD
as a translator of this UML model. The metadata
base (or catalog) is composed of as many info-
components as there are libraries. The XML
document base is then an info-component repository.
This model has also allowed us to implement
methods and techniques of component search via
info-component repository and language request
XQuery [6].

An interface has been conceived in order to
automate or provide some help for the reuse of these
components. This help allows: (1) the automatic
extraction of the internal metadata from a given
library; (2) the manual indexation of the external
metadata from a form or an XML document in which
these specific information have been stocked; (3) the
updating of the info-component repository; (4) the
consultation and surfing in the repository; (5) the
search of components from the repository info-
component (use of master request XQuery); (6) the
extraction of a component from the base of program
library.

The interest and the contribution of this work can
be summarized as follows: (1) Creation of model for
the structure of components within an XML
document repository; this assures some inter
operation with other tools of development of
component-based software; (2) Use of metadata and
thesaurus, which favor search via classic search
channels; (3) Generic solution that can be applied to
any kind of component library, whose source code is
accessible.

In this paper, we specifically focalize our interest
on the proposed metadata UML model and its
implementation as an XML database document, as
well as the development of question tools with the
help of XQuery request. A prototype has been
developed and tested on some libraries like
Lapack++ [7], MV++ [8] and SparseLib ++ [9] in
the field of software computing.

This article is organized as follows: in section 2,
we present some work on component reuse. Then in
section 3, we detail our approach which rests upon a
metadata base on components and on an info-
component repository. Later in the section 4, we

present the component search process. Eventually in
section 5, we present the prototype implementation
process, which allows to stock components and do
search on them, together with a conclusion that
comes after.

2. Software component management

The management of components includes two
aspects: the creation of model for components in
order to stock them, and the query process to retrieve
them. Amongst the diverse undertaken works,
several are about component search and reuse. As far
as [1] is concerned, it is simply to reuse existing
components in any software developmental phase.
Its architecture uses a mediation layer, which
integrates the web semantic component with the
acknowledged components. They are recorded in
virtual library components. These components are
described through XML and published by a local
repository or distant server. They use field ontology
for the reuse of components. On its part, [10]
develops strategies or tools to assist the developer in
the process of testing and assessing component
candidates. It uses an XML schema for the
description of components. Works in [11] are based
on efficient component search via key words or out
of similarity between components. [12] proposes a
component search tool called “black box”, which
uses a field ontology linked to a repository. It
proposes a component description model and
different methods of search based on the text, the
lexis or a formal specification.

These works just interest “black box” software
components, which are exclusively accessible
through their interfaces. Therefore, it is impossible
to have access to their source code. As a result,
reusing process takes place on the whole component,
and the problem that needs to be solved simply
concerns the selection of the required component.
Our task then consists in finding and re-using not
only part of the source code of the components, but
also in carrying out delicate search, which is based
on keywords contained in their source code or their
documentation. There exist different approaches,
which permit to apprehend the problem of the reuse
of the components [13]: to develop in order to be
used, and to use in order to develop. We side with
the second approach, which consists on the one hand
in exploiting the component source code, and on the
other hand, in exploiting the external documentation,
which goes with the library, if it exists. Such
documentation software as Doxygen and JavaDoc
automatically extracts the internal metadata, which
are embedded in the component source code, in
order to feed an XML document base.
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3. Software component metadata

A catalog is defined as an information base,
which describes functional and structural properties
of several program libraries. This information is
metadata represented in documents that are called
info-components. Metadata or data on a datum, give
information on the nature and characteristics of other
data. They help users in their attempt to discover the
existence of resources and the nature of what they
look for [14]. They are used to look for, to reuse, to
disseminate, to publish multiple contents (texts,
images, video, etc.). Our catalog is metadata
(commonly called index), which describe info-
components made of two sorts of descriptors: index
descriptors and semantic descriptors.

3.1. Index descriptors

Index descriptors, which are called “external
metadata”, exclusively allow the description of
program library without reference to its content (i.e.
its components). These descriptors are manually
extracted from the external documentation that goes
with them, and which are stored in an XML
document: name, language, version, field, etc…
These metadata fit in the Dublin Core [5] metadata
norm so that a reference can easily be given to the
info-components through classic search channels.
This norm is a bunch of 15 metadata elements
relating to: Content: Title, Description, Subject,
Coverage, Type, Relation; Intellectual property:
Creator, Contributor, Publisher, Rights; and
Version: Date, Format, Identify, and Language.

3.2. Semantic descriptors

The semantic descriptors, which are commonly
called “internal metadata”, allow the exclusive
description of component functional proprieties.
They are automatically extracted from component
source code. Firstly, the principle consists in
producing documents in which is integrated the
semantic description of components, by using such
document software as Doxygen and JavaDoc.
Secondly, these documents are analyzed in order to
extract such descriptors as the name of the
components, their source files, the method name and
their signatures etc… (Figure 2.). The metadata
conceptual method for an info-component that we
present in next paragraph allows to make a model of
these two types of descriptors.

3.3. Metadata model for Info-component

After studying the running and analyzing the
yielded documents via documentation software, the

data model for an info-component as formally
translated in UML (Figure 1.). This model includes
two parts: one part allows the index description of
components: Library, Documentation, Author,
Platform, Keywords, and another part describes the
semantic description of components, which have
been automatically extracted from their code source
(Component, FileSrc, Service).

Figure 1. Metadata model for info-
component.

3.4. XML document model for an Info-
component

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) allows the
representation of structured and non structured data;
it therefore facilitates the automated processing of
documents and data. An XML document possesses a
labeled tree-structure. The rules, which permit the
rigorous building of such a tree, are provided by a
DTD (Document Type Definition). Our XML
document model for an info-component is based on a
DTD, which derives from the UML metadata model
as described below (Figure 1.). This transformation
can be realized by such a tool as ArgoUML [22].

Figure 2. Process of generating info-
component repository
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which respects this DTD. An info-component is an
XML document which contains the index and
semantic description of components. The info-
component repository is constituted by the whole
bunch of these XML documents.

4. Component search

There exist two kinds of search: surfing search
and questioning search. Surfing search consists in
looking for a component via “idea association” by
scrolling the info-components as it occurs in a
hypertext. As far as the questioning search that we
present in forthcoming paragraphs, it consists in
submitting requests to the info-component
repository. These requests are based on the use of
keywords coming from a thesaurus.

4.1. XML thesaurus model

A thesaurus is defined as a tool which traces lexis
which is specific to a given field. It includes a
number of terms (descriptors and non-descriptors)
and relations, which specify their semantic
environment [15] [16]. Our thesaurus turns the field
concepts into models with the help of terminology
information, which allows a structural but informal
representation of knowledge. The structure of the
concept contains linguistic knowledge which relate
to its equivalent terms, and conceptual knowledge,
which put it into a hierarchy. The notion of
terminological file is used to describe the concepts
thanks to a common structure. Each field of this
concept is called “terminological information” (term,
language, definition, generic concepts, sub-concepts,
synonym, homonym, linked concepts, and image)
[17].

Two types of links are turned into models: (1)
vertical links which represent hierarchical relations
existing between concepts (generalization,
specification). Notions of generic concepts and sub-
concepts are re-found there. (2) Horizontal links
which correspond to reference links, i.e. the semantic
relations existing between the concepts. These links
represent the notions of synonymy, homonymy and
linked concepts. Horizontal links are used to trace
component via similarity process. This approach is
interesting since not only can it permit to find the
correct component, but also all those which are
linked by any conceptual relation [18]. The
following DTD allows people to turn the thesaurus
into model.

<!ELEMENT domain (concept+)>
<!ELEMENT concept (term, language, image, definition,
context, rc*,keyword+)>
<!ATTLIST concept id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT term (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT language (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT image (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT definition (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT context (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT rc (cg*, cl*, sc*,synonym*, homonym*)>
<!ELEMENT cg (reference*)>
<!ELEMENT sc (reference*)>
<!ELEMENT cl (reference*)>
<!ELEMENT synonym (reference*)>
<!ELEMENT homonym (reference*)>
<!ELEMENT reference (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST reference lien CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT keyword (name)>
<!ATTLIST keyword bib CDATA "">
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>

All the relations (hierarchical and semantic)
which exist between the concepts are represented by
the attribute link of the reference element. This
allows all the links to be managed in the same way.

4.2. Search process

Figure 3. Domain thesaurus.

Through the thesaurus field, users can look for
components in a transparent and uniform way,
without referring to their location. The process of
looking for components occurs as follows: the user
submits her/his request via the simple use of terms in
the thesaurus (Figure 3.); the request Manager
determines the names of the components, which
correspond these terms before translating the user
request into XQuery requests. For the time being the
thesaurus is built manually as follows:
<domain>

<concept id="2">
<term>Rectangular matrix</term>
<language>English</language>
<definition>Matrix having number of lines and number

of columns different</definition>
<rc><cg><reference lien="1"/></cg>
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</cl>
</rc>
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4.2.1. XQuery Request: XML Query language or
XQuery is a language for XML, and it is defined by
W3C for the different types of XML applications; it
is a statement language, and remains similar to SQL
language. However, SQL language manipulates
tables (integer n-uplets) whereas XQuery
manipulates tree sequences. XQuery is a deeply
typical functional language; it supports classic task
processing and questioning XML applications. It
contains Xpath expressions in order to scroll and
extract XML fragments of documents, and
expressions to build new XML documents. The
expression flower: FWLR (For-Let-Where-Return)
permits to build, trees from another tree. Its syntax is
as follows: for a in f where c return a’ with:
• for: permits to have access to another a of forest

f
• where: permits to check if tree a answers

condition c
• return: permits to build a new tree a’, from tree a

The let clause of the syntax let $var: = exp affects
one phrase to another.

4.2.2. Request form: A request form as in Figure 4.
enables people to submit requests in a graphic form
without knowing the structure and the storage place
of the info-component repository. Here is an
example of request: “Searching for components
which process “rectangular matrix”.

Figure 4. Request form.

After selecting the term of the thesaurus,
“rectangular matrix”, the system finds the names of
corresponding components: LaGenMatDouble,
LaGenMatComplex… The request can then be
refined in the second part of the interface by
choosing a component name, and an index or
semantic descriptor. The graphic request is then
translated into XQuery request.

4.2.3. Translation into XQuery: The graphic
request is then translated into XQuery request

through the use of request “models” or parameter
request. The request “model” permits to find the
signatures of component methods which are linked
to a thesaurus term in the following form:
for $t in document("thesaurus.xml")//domain/concept
where $t/term=$term return

for $m in $t/keyword return
if ($m/text() = $cName) then
let $b : = concact($m/@bib, "XML.xm1")
let $c :=$m/text() return
let $x : document($b)//library
for $y in document($b)//library/component
where $y/cName = $c return
<signatures>{$y/service/signature}</signatures>

else
()
The request “model” contains free variables

$term, $cName and $b, which will be respectively
instancied by a term form the thesaurus, a name of
component and an info-component. The request,
which permits to find the signatures of a component
method LaGenMatDouble linked to the thesaurus’
rectangular matrix, is translated into XQuery as
follows:
for $t in document("thesaurus.xml")//domain/concept
where $t/term="Rectangular matrix" return

for $m in $t/keyword return
if ($m/text() = "LaGenMatDouble") then
let $b:= concact($m/@bib, "XML.xml")
let $c = $m/text() return
let $x:= document ($b)//library
for $y in document ($b)//library/component
where $y/cName = $c return
<signatures> {$y/service/signature}</signatures>

else
()

4.2.4 Conceiving the answer and presenting the
result:

Figure 5. Request execution result.

The request manager instancies the free variables
of the request “model” before transmitting the
request to the XQuery engine for its implementation.
The result of the implementation is an XML
document, which is polished with XLS and CSS
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style sheet of paper before presenting the final result
to the user (See Figure 5.).

5. Implementation of the prototype

The documentation software that we have used is
Doxygen [19]. It is an open source software which
permits to generate the documentation on the
components, starting from the source code of a
program C, C++, Java, and Objective C. Moreover,
if the comments are written in a precise syntax,
Doxygen will capture them in the documentation.
Doxygen provides the following information from
the sources: list of functions, dependence graph,
(what functions call for which?), list of data
structures, list of classes and hierarchy. The
documentation can be generated through several
formats: HTML, LaTeX, RTF, PostScript, and PDF.
For the time being, we have decided to generate
HTML documentation from C++ programs. As a
matter of fact, PSRep possesses some tools which
allow transforming HTML documents into formats
which are easier to analyze in order to extract the
metadata on the components.

5.1. The architecture of the prototype

The Figure 6. displays the system which permits
the management and the exploitation of the info-
component repository. It includes two parts: one part
allows the management of the info-component
repository, and another part deals with the search of
components.

Figure 6. The architecture of the system.

5.1.1. Info-component repository manager: It
provides services for the analysis, extraction and
storage of metadata about components. It also allows
the creation of info-components.
• Extraction tool: It allows the semantic description

of a library and its components.
• Info-component repository generator: It allows

the automatic generation of an info-component
from the index and semantic description of a
library and its components.

5.1.2. Search module: It is in charge of the building
of requests, their implementation and the
presentation of the result to the user.
• User interface: it allows the computer to create an

XQuery request without knowing the XML
structure of the catalog. Its functions are: to
receive a request based on the terms of thesaurus
field; to have the result of the request into XML
of the XQuery request manager, to convert it into
HTML with XSL and CSS paper style, and
display it on the screen.

• XQuery request manager: Its role is to: (1)
translate a user request from its corresponding
initial form into XQuery before going to the
XQuery Engine; (2) receive the answer of Engine
XQuery request; (3) transform the results into
XML data; (4) Return the result in XML to the
interface user.

• XQuery engine: Its role is to carry out the
XQuery request and to deliver the XML result to
the XQuery request manager.

5.2. The interface of the prototype

The interface of the system, as in (Figure 7.), is
used by the administrator for the component catalog
and the info-component repository management.

Figure 7. Catalog system interface.
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and the storage of metadata on the components),
Galax [20]: an open source implementation of the
language XQuery (for information search), language
PHP and Apache web server (for the creation and
management of website). The prototype that we have
developed has been tested with the following
libraries: Lapack++, MV++ and SparseLib++ (see
Table 1).

Table 1. Library number of components and
services.

Library
Number of
components

Number of
services

Lapack++ 36 753
MV++ 14 310
SparseLib++ 22 440

6. Conclusion

All along this paper, our objective was to show
how to calculate free components for reuse purpose.
To accomplish this task, we have proposed a system
of component catalog. This system is based on the
extraction of metadata which are contained in the
documentation on components. This documentation
has been generated by documentation software.
These metadata are stored in an info-component
repository. The search of component is performed by
a friendly interface conceived around XQuery
language. One prototype of the component
cataloguing has been developed and successfully
tested on MV++, Lapack++ and SparseLib++.
Forthcoming works will be about the improvement
of the search process by integrating an engine search
which permits the use of some keywords. It is
question of providing the users advanced tools which
are founded on XQuery request language, allowing
them to express request naturally in order to get
semantically pertinent answers.
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